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Details of Visit:

Author: velocirapture
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 14 Feb 2008 11.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Petite Sexy Michelle
Phone: 07884120805
Phone: 07507497574

The Premises:

Michelle's house is in a quiet cul-de-sac in a residential area not far from the town centre. Parking is
easy; you and your car are perfectly safe here. The room is clean, warm and welcoming, with a
massage table centre-stage. Music plays softly during the massage.

The Lady:

Michelle is small and attractive, with long black hair. She is dressed in her day clothes when you
arrive, but quickly strips off, first to bra and panties, then goes topless for the final part of the
massage. She isn't my ideal body type; those of you who've stayed with me over the years will
know that I am a lover of the larger chest, and Michelle's breasts are probably a B at best
(measurements were never my strong point). However, I do like petite women, and I find her to be a
sexy little package - a nice handful.

Michelle offers massage and hand relief - and as far as I know, nothing more. One previous reporter
commented that she also offers full personal; although I haven't asked her outright, my
conversations with her would suggest that not only is this not the case, but also she would find calls
requesting this service unwelcome.

The Story:

This report is a composite of several visits; in recent years I have struggled to find ladies who merit
more than two visits, so you should understand from this that I consider Michelle to be exceptional.

There seems to be a growing community on Punternet of (mostly older) punters who have a
preference for massage and HR over full sex. I am definitely moving in that direction, and I have to
say that Michelle is one of the finest exponents of the art of sensual massage that I have ever
encountered.

The special nature of Michelle's style of massage is her ability to build you up to a series of mini-
peaks of excitement - taking care not to take things too far - so that by the time you get to the end,
you are pumped up to the point of bursting, which makes for a very enjoyable and - in my case
anyway - long-lasting climax.
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Her touch is sure, and seems to strike exactly the right balance between firmness and sensuality,
and the "troughs" between the aforementioned peaks ensure that you are not only stimulated, but
also relaxed, so that you come away feeling as if you've not only had an exciting sexual experience,
but also a relaxing full body massage. If you've read my other FR's, you'll know that there is one
particular area I like to have special attention paid to, and Michelle does not disappoint.

The massage lasts the full hour; I can honestly say that Michelle's massage is up there with the best
services - and the best value - that I have enjoyed in 20 years of punting.
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